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The trend toward internet marketing has been going on since the internet went graphical in 1993 and Amazon
began selling online in 1995. There is near universal awareness of this general trend but a large percentage of
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HMM Journal recently asked Professor William Perttula about how internet marketing has changed over the

years and what the future will bring.

T.V.P.

W. Perttula: Internet marketing ties together both the creative and technical aspects of the internet, including
design, development, advertising and marketing. Internet marketing includes such methods as search engine
tive advertising. The old term of integrated marketing has come to include these internet marketing methods to
describe how a modern, effective organization conducts its activities with its target audiences.

The key characteristic of the internet is the internet protocol (IP) developed in the seventies to allow information
to be broken down and assembled into packets that are sent over cables and wirelessly. Most people have experienced this information on web pages inside of a web browser such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, or Chrome
but there are email programs and other software that use the digital packet architecture of the internet with no
need for a browser. For example, users of smartphones are familiar with using text messaging (SMS) and applications (apps) which run outside of a browser yet still run on the internet using the internet protocol.

T.V.P.: Some years ago we read many accounts of how the internet has changed all the principles or rules

W. Perttula: Based on my experience over the last 35 years in marketing I would say that use of the internet has
made marketing cheaper and faster
-

width speed has come to many more people. As speed has increased the price per megabit to users has fallen
year after year. This higher speed, on both wired computers and wireless smartphones, has meant that more
elaborate and effective messages can be sent to and received from customers. This has resulting in increased
use of the devices by their owners. This use includes uploading of text and graphics and video to sites such as
Facebook and YouTube. The price of higher bandwidth has been trending toward zero for two decades. There
are several ways to measure bandwidth speed but they are correlated with each other. The Akamai table below
shows how high bandwidth capability exists in developed and less developed countries and countries in Asia
and Europe and North America.

The State of the Internet Report

T.V.P.

W. Perttula: Any discussion of holistic marketing management must take note of social media and social media
marketing. Social media is dominated in 2013 by Facebook after its explosive growth to one billion registered
accounts world-wide from its inception in 2004. Other big names in social media are YouTube (owned by
Google), Twitter, Tumbler and LinkedIn. Social media marketing is the use of social media in its various forms
by organizations trying to communicate with their customers or clients. Social media includes status updates,
tweets, social bookmarks, video sharing, and social media’s photo commenting.

The following table shows the dramatic growth of Facebook in a three year period.

Social media marketing relies on its similarity to word of mouth marketing which has always been praised for
its effectiveness. Trust and believability are usually characteristics of word of mouth communications. Word
of mouth communications usually have great effectiveness but in the past have taken too long to reach a large
enough number of customers for businesses that are trying to grow quickly. It is a very rare product or service
that can grow at 30 to 40 percent a year relying on its customers or users to praise it to friends in person or by

telephone. Rapid sales or usage growth in the past had to rely on mass advertising to reach mass audiences at
great expense. But with social media it is possible to reach large numbers quickly and cheaply with words and
pictures. Let us look at three examples.

cloud) that was simple to understand and that worked quickly and reliably. The company encouraged electronwhich is free, in the major tech magazines and other media contributed greatly to
growth to 50
million users in 2011 after just three years of operation.
grew rapidly despite not using advertising.
It quickly dropped advertising on Google with Google Adwords text ads after discovering that it was costing
Dropbox charges its users for the service if they store more than 2 Gb of data on the Dropbox servers. Reportedstock in 2013.

Facebook is a service that does not charge its users for its central service of enabling the sharing of personal information and pictures. It obtains about 85% of its revenue from placing advertising on its web pages with most
of the remainder coming from Zynga, a game provider that works inside of Facebook, and, more recently, game
providers Wooga.com and King.com. The Facebook service of providing an easy to use, multi-media communications platform for hundreds of millions of people brings in relatively little money per user. If we divide its
total revenue of $4.62 billion in 2012 by 1 billion users, we see that Facebook has revenue per user of just $4.62
per year or $0.39 per month. Also, Facebook’s average revenue per user (ARPU) growth from 2010 to 2011 was
but its operating margins appear to be shrinking. The future does not look particularly bright for Facebook’s
revenue growth because users are moving more to mobile devices which have screens too small to effectively display the advertisements that Facebook relies upon for revenue. Companies are being asked to shift from
display ads used on full sized web pages to sponsored news feed messages on the mobile version of Facebook.
Results from 2012 show revenue growth from mobile ads but this growth may be short-lived. Facebook is also
one’s news feed post to the top of one’s friends feed for $7. Membership growth appears to have ended in the
United States where the vast majority of Facebook’s revenue comes from but continues in some parts of the rest
of the world where the majority of users do not have smartphones capable of working well with Facebook.

Compare this business model to another social networking business that began the year before Facebook:
LinkedIn. LinkedIn is a social network focused on business professionals and their networking needs. With 200
million users, mostly in the United States, it is much smaller than Facebook but more focused, which is a good
thing in marketing terms. LinkedIn charges businesses to sift through its database to look for possible employof the basic networking service is free to members but there are some premium services for which LinkedIn
social networking businesses.

T.V.P.

W. Perttula: Advertising is a major part of communications, the most visible component of a company’s marsponsor. The big consumer products companies may spend one to two billion dollars a year to create and send
advertising messages to consumers. World-wide about $500 billion is spent on advertising.
company driven messages sent out to mass markets. Often this means that companies are spending money on
nontraditional or nonmeasured media to reach customers. Advertising spending in newspapers and magazines,
for example, has fallen every year for eight years in the United States. But there has been healthy growth in the
digital arena which now accounts for about 20% of total advertising spending. ZenithOptimedia predicts that
global internet advertising will grow by 14.6% in 2013 compared to just 1.7% for traditional media. Search
marketing, dominated by Google, takes half of all the advertising dollars spend on internet marketing.
Marketers debate whether internet advertising’s objective should be to raise customer awareness or lead to
direct action or purchase by the customers. In the past the awareness side came from display advertising such
as magazine ads or television commercials. Today, awareness (or buzz) is thought to be achieved more through
“likes” on Facebook or mentions on Twitter. In the past the direct action came from techniques such as telemarketing, direct mail, or coupons. Today direct action comes from the customer clicking on a link and taking
action or making a purchase.

more effective than social media. Social media accounts for just 5 percent of total leads to B2B websites. And,
Twitter is the main source of leads outperforming Facebook and LinkedIn 9 to 1.
The trend for B2C and B2B is away from big budget advertising campaigns and toward more focused advertising supplemented with relatively inexpensive social media marketing. Social media promotion can be effective
at low but not zero costs. All experts in social media advocate having certain employees dedicated to be active
in Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and possibly other media.
Mobile advertising is the real battleground in 2013-2014. The use of smartphones with the capability of displaying text and graphic advertising is growing rapidly in every country. Advertising budgets devoted to mobile
devices are tiny but growing. The small screen on a phone or small tablet creates huge problems for advertisers
compared to the typical desktop or laptop screen.

Optify 2012 B2B Marketing Benchmark Report http://www.optify.net/
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